Fyne Associates, Incorporating OX Magazine and OX Sylva
Cornbury Music Festival 2019 Competition – Terms and Conditions
•

The Ox Magazine and OX Sylva Facebook competition will be open from 9am on Tuesday 2nd
April until 5pm on Tuesday 30th April. No entries will be accepted before or after this time.

•

Entries can be made on OXMagazine or OXSylva’s Facebook page by completing the details in the
competition link, or by sending your name and contact number to competitions@fyne.co.uk

•

Only entries that follow the required process will be considered.

•

The prize entitles one winner to 5 weekend tickets with camping and a special English afternoon
tea at the Cornbury Music Festival, 5-7th July 2019, The Great Tew Park, Oxfordshire.

•

The winner will be selected after the closing date and will be contacted directly by phone.

•

By entering this competition, you consent to your details being shared with the event organisers.
You also allow both Fyne Associates Ltd, the Publisher of OX Magazine, OX Lite and OX Sylva, and
our competition partners access to your email address for both administrative details and special
offers. Any personal data will be used solely in accordance with current UK data protection
legislation and will not be disclosed to any other party without your prior consent.

•

Entrance to the competition constitutes acceptance of these terms and conditions

•

This prize draw is not open to employees or contactors of Fyne Associates or their related
publications.

•

Fyne Associates does not accept any responsibility for late, lost, delayed, incomplete or damaged
entries and cannot be held responsible for any inability to submit entries as a result of computer
service, systems and/or server failure, error, interruption, defect or delay or any other technical
malfunction. Proof of sending is not proof of receipt.

•

Fyne Associates decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into. The prize draw may
appear in other promotional materials.

•

Only the winners will be contacted personally.

•

Prizes unclaimed after 48 hours following notification by Fyne Associates will be deemed to have
been forfeited and Fyne Associates reserves the right to offer the prize to the entrant who is next
drawn. Fyne Associates may repeat this process until such time as the prize is claimed within the
period specified by Fyne Associates.

•

Fyne Associates reserves the right to cancel or change this prize draw at any stage, if deemed
necessary in the reasonable opinion of Fyne Associates.

•

The winner will be required to participate in reasonable related publicity with no further
recompense.

•

The promoter of the prize draw is Fyne Associates.

•

This promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed, administered by or associated with Facebook.

•

Events may occur that render the prize draw itself or the awarding of the prize impossible due to
reasons beyond the control of Fyne Associates and accordingly Fyne Associates may at its
absolute discretion vary or amend the promotion and the entrant agrees that no liability shall
attach to Fyne Associates as a result thereof.

